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Paying their share

If the federal government had a military base in Gainesville, it would give the city
millions in impact fees. The state of Florida has a university and several offices in
the city and gives little to pay for services provided to workers who live outside of
the city but work at these institutions. The University of Florida doesn't even buy
its electricity from the city!

The city makes up for lost property tax revenue through transferring money from
Gainesville Regional Utilities into the general fund to supply police, fire, parks, etc.
For instance, because UF has so many complex buildings and dangerous chemicals,
the city fire department must maintain expensive equipment and specially trained
firefighters.

Those in the urban fringe pay a small fee on their utility bills, but it in no way
compensates for their share of costs. Yet they refuse to pay their fair share every
time they vote against annexation.

Jean Chalmers,

Gainesville

Repeating history

Many of us are aware that Dan Boyd retired last year as Alachua County Public
Schools superintendent. What many may not realize is that prior to Boyd being
offered this position, the School Board conducted a national search and initially
chose a superintendent from outside this area. That proved disastrous.
Unfortunately, it seems the School Board is intent on taking that same approach.

Since Boyd retired, Herschel Lyons has been the acting superintendent. Lyons is
doing a great job and, more importantly, has the experience, passion and knowledge
necessary for this position.

Despite having a viable candidate in position, the School Board seems intent on
once again conducting a national search. This money could be better used, especially
since we have gone that route before. Before you spend precious resources on a
national search, consider the common-sense approach and persuade Lyons to
continue in his present role.

Karen Curran,

Newberry

The cost of games

The Feb. 26 editorial "Filling The Swamp" was hilarious. With all the trouble in the
world, we are concerned about empty seats in The Swamp?

One of the biggest issues is traffic in and out of the stadium, which backs up for
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